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Foreword
Dumelang Bagaetsho
Debswana - Orapa, Letlhakane and Damtshaa Mines (OLDM)
remains dedicated to establishing and maintaining respectful,
strong and trusting partnerships with stakeholders who are
affected by, or who can affect our site.

Likewise, our stakeholders cannot form a reasoned opinion
on potential and actual impacts without an understanding of
Debswana activities and plans.
We fully understand that the more effectively we engage, the
more we are able and likely to address issues important to
yourselves and subsequently realise our goals.

The Tomagano Community Report serves to share crucial
information on sustainable development performance with our
stakeholders.

Moreover, we fully understand that the realisation of our vision
to use our leadership position to drive positive change across
the diamond value chain is also anchored on full compliance
to international standards that ensure we meet the highest
professional, ethical and technical standards in the area of
accountability and responsible mining.

Regular communication through various media such as this
report allows for affected parties, internally and externally, to
inform their position on issues and policies that affect them
and our areas of operation.
Through consistent engagement, we believe we could leverage
stakeholder feedback and participation to make a step change
in the way we do things.

It is for this reason that we subscribe to Towards Sustainable
Mining (TSM), Best Practice Principles (BPP), Voluntary
Principles on Security and Human Rights (VPSHR),
Responsible Jewellery Council (RJC) and Anglo American
Social Way (AASW).

In line with our new purpose “Make Life Brilliant” our
sustainability strategy will be delivered through the Building
Forever 2030 strategy whose goals concentrate on four (4)
clear pillars which are; Trusted Corporate Leader, Standing
with Women, Girls and People with Disabilities, Partnerships
for Thriving Communities & Sustainable Livelihoods and
Protecting the Natural World.

We trust that you will find this publication an excellent
resource and look forward to further engagements with
Debswana should you have questions, concerns and comments
upon reading this report.

A lot of good work is already taking place in the above four
(4) pillars. Over the next five years we will continue to create a
positive and sustainable impact that will endure beyond the life
of Mine.

Enjoy your reading!

Our approach is meant to ensure that Debswana derives value
from closer collaboration and partnerships with different
stakeholders, drive change and transformation, thereby
achieving efficiency and productivity improvement and
consequently impact communities positively.

Mogakolodi Maoketsa
Orapa, Letlhakane and Damtshaa Mines
GENERAL MANAGER

At the same time, it is our desire to minimise negative social
impacts and maximise socio-economic benefits to host
communities in order to secure our social license to operate.
Debswana cannot understand the full range of potential and
actual impacts without effective and efficient engagements.
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Editor’s Note
GREETINGS STAKEHOLDERS
I am delighted to bring you the very first issue of Orapa,
Letlhakane and Damtshaa Mines (OLDM) community report
called Tomagano.

PUBLISHER
Debswana Diamond Company

This publication which we will produce on an annual basis
endeavors to share crucial information to our stakeholders on
how we manage business risks and impacts as Debswana in our
efforts to build resilient stakeholder relationships.

EDITOR
Bontle Maruatona

The report provides a comprehensive and necessary
information which should help you inform your position on
issues that may affect you.
I am convinced more than ever that through this engagement
platform, our stakeholders will be knowledgeable about
Debswana activities and plans, provide feedback so as we shape
the future together.
As the name of the publication denotes, we can only realise
our goals with strong partnerships and collaboration with our
stakeholders.
Kgetsi ya tsie e kgonwa ke go tshwaraganelwa.
Enjoy the read.

Bontle Maruatona
Orapa, Letlhakane and Damtshaa Mines
CORPORATE AFFAIRS MANAGER

EDITORIAL TEAM

COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT
Lorato Charity Thite
Keneilwe Ndlovu
Fiona Madisa
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ENERGY & GREENHOUSE
EMISSIONS MANAGEMENT
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OLDM Emergency Landline:- +267 2902210 Website:- www.debswana.bw Email:- OLDMCommunityqueries@debswana.bw
Snail mail:- Social Performance Specialist Corporate Affairs Department, Private Bag 001, Orapa
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SOCIAL AND HUMAN RIGHTS IMPACT AND RISK ANALYSIS

OLDM’s human
rights commitments
OVERVIEW

OLDM APPROACH TO HUMAN RIGHTS

In recognition of the fact that mine
activities have the possibility to impact
the human rights of host communities,
OLDM has proactively taken steps and
put structures in place to protect their
rights with a view to build a lasting legacy
by leaving communities in a better
position and improving their lives.

OLDM has developed a baseline
Workplace Risk Assessment and Controls
(WRAC) where risks and impacts have
been identified and categorised.

Careful consideration of human rights
has, therefore, become crucial in
mine operations. It also determines
the attainment and
retention of our
social license to
operate.
OLDM has, therefore,
aligned its human
rights standards to
Botswana legislation,
and also subscribes to the International
Finance Corporation (IFC) Performance
Standards, the United Nations Guiding
Principles on Business and Human
Rights and Voluntary Principles on
Security and Human Rights.
The site further subscribes to Anglo
American’s Social Way which has a
requirement on Social and Human
Rights Impact and Risk Analysis
(SHIRA).
This requirement guides sites on the
identification of potential risks to the
business, human rights impacts of mine
activities on communities and available
controls to enable action towards
avoiding actualisation of the risks and
the mitigation or management of
impacts.
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This allows OLDM to monitor and
manage the full spectrum of human
rights impacts on communities. These
impacts can be economic, affecting
personal or political security, sociocultural, infrastructural, affecting
cultural heritage or community health
and safety.
The process allows
for the determination
of scale or size
of the impact
on the affected
community and
then determined so
as to inform the appropriate action or
application of controls, referred to as the
Remediability.
It is on this basis that OLDM has
identified COVID-19 as an impact
affecting the right to health and the
right to life of not just its employees, but
host communities as
well.
OLDM has developed
a COVID-19
Community Response
Plan which defines
OLDM’s actions to
support community
stakeholders in planning, responding
to and recovering from the COVID-19
outbreak.
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In partnership with the Boteti Sub
District and District Health Management
Team, OLDM assisted Boteti Sub District
by augmenting the capacity of the health
system to deal with COVID-19 (and the
management of non-communicable
diseases) through provision of medical
equipment and personal protective
clothing, refurbishment of health
facilities, provision of food parcels and
water to vulnerable communities.
The mitigation and management
of human rights impacts demands
an interplay of other social way
requirements such as Social and
Economic Development (SED).
Through SED initiatives, community
capacities are strengthened with a
view to enable them to use indigenous
knowledge and material to create
income generating products and
services.
Matsiaela Craft Group is one such
example. Women in Matsiaela, a
community in the OLDM Zone of
Influence, were taught to weave baskets
and were equipped with business skills to
market and sell their products.
The initiative also
sought to create
a value chain and
enable market access
for the group.
This addressed their
socio-economic needs
as well as reduced vulnerability to issues
such as Gender Based Violence (GBV),
often bred by excessive control over
economic factors in the home.

Other identified impacts affect land,
water and cultural rights which are
dealt with through the application
of the grievance procedure that is
aligned to the Incident and Grievance
Management and the Cultural Heritage
requirement through which a Cultural
Heritage Management Plan guiding
the management of cultural related
impacts; rehabilitation of disturbed sites
and handing back to the community has
been developed.
The mine is also proactive in addressing
the rights of communities; this is done in
collaboration with district structures.
For instance, OLDM offers emergency
response through the Emergency
Preparedness Response Planning
(EPRP) requirement.
Veld fires, which are common in the
area and threaten the livestock and
livelihoods of host communities, have
been attended to.

VOLUNTARY PRINCIPLES ON SECURITY
AND HUMAN RIGHTS
OLDM subscribes to Voluntary Principles
on Security and Human Rights (VPSHR)
which have been incorporated in the
Security Maturity Model criteria and
compliance is measured on a regular
basis through quarterly reviews by local
operational Security/Diamond Control
Steering Committees and annual reviews
by De Beers Group Security, the Best
Practice Principles, and the Anglo Social
Way.
OLDM uses in-house security personnel
and private security providers to protect
its assets at mining operations.
Support from public security forces
is requested for product movement
escorts.
On an annual basis, OLDM conducts
VPSHR risk assessments, human rights
training for security personnel and
capacity building with business partners.
There are several awareness raising
programmes in place at OLDM to
promote the VPs, including outreach
programmes such as the Diamond
Control Awareness Team (DCAT) which
is a joint venture by the Mine and the
public to sensitise the public about the
dangers of diamond trafficking and
the importance of diamonds to our
economy.

Grievance Registration
Mediums
OLDM Emergency Landline;
+267 2902210

The relevant department will be notified of the grievance. The
department officer on standby will directly call the complainant for
more details of the incident or grievance. The grievance will be
forwarded to SP team within 24 hours;

Grievance boxes

‘Mail’ boxes are placed at all the gazetted villages within the Zone of
influence and are positioned conveniently in the villages;

Electronically via Email;

OLDMCommunityqueries@debswana.bw

In person

OLDM has an open door policy for walk-ins by community members.
Any employee who receives a grievance from a community member
shall report the grievance to a member of the Social Performance
team, who will record it in the Grievance Management System.

Via a Letter

Social Performance Specialist
Corporate Affairs Department
Private Bag 001
Orapa
A letter shall be acknowledged within 7 working days of receipt.

Via third party

Such as local authorities, tribal office, or various government
departments

WhatsApp group

Stakeholders within the Debswana Zone of Influence may use the
established village WhatsApp groups to report grievances

Site visit

OLDM staff visiting various sites within the ZOI may receive
grievances from stakeholders

Self-reporting of grievances

Some grievances; for example, those received during stakeholder
engagement activities, may need to be self-reported by the site
teams

The following platforms are available for external stakeholders to register grievances:

PUT SAFETY FIRST

BE PASSIONATE
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PULL TOGETHER

BUILD TRUST

SHOW WE CARE

SHAPE THE
FUTURE

OLDM Emergency Landline; +267 2902210
Email; (OLDMCommunityqueries@debswana.bw)
Letter Addressed to;
Social Performance Specialist
Corporate Affairs Department
Private Bag 001, Orapa
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COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT

FACE MASKS PROJECT AT A GLANCE

OLDM’S PLEDGE
TO EMPOWER
COMMUNITIES
OVERVIEW
Debswana
OLDM’s
long-standing
commitments to the socio-economic
empowerment of communities impacted
by its mining activities, and a wider range
of communities beyond the Mine’s Zone
of Influence, continued to bear fruit, with
a significant number of initiatives having
been successfully delivered.
In line with the global and national
sustainable development goals (SDGs),
OLDM’s Building Forever initiatives have
provided a positive impact on individual
livelihoods and indeed vulnerable
groups.

The Orapa Today, Boteti Tomorrow
project is aimed at diversifying the
economy of Orapa and its catchment,
and adds value to the lives of the people
of Orapa and Boteti sub-district as a whole
during and beyond the life of OLDM. It
includes the expansion of Orapa Game
Park and the Diamond Museum.
Buoyed by its SHOW WE CARE value,
OLDM made timely interventions to
cushion the Boteti communities against
the devastating impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic, and at the same time creating
economic opportunities for locals who
were facing a grim outlook and acute
poverty and as a result of the plague.

Letlhakane Primary
Hospital’s Maternity Ward
The Mine funded the construction of a
maternity ward in Letlhakane village to
the tune of P5.3m which came just in time
as COVID-19 was spreading in Botswana.
The maternity ward provided extra
capacity in the village’s primary hospital
as maternity patients were immediately
moved to the new ward built by Debswana,
thus freeing up space which immediately
became a COVID-19 ward.

Perhaps what makes the Mmatshumo
COVID-19 Isolation Centre project noble
is that before the facility could be
officially handed over, the very first case
of COVID-19 got reported in the the
region thus necessitating its usage.
Built at a cost of P2.4m, with Debswana
contributing P1.7m, the Isolation Centre
sits on disused council facilities renovated
and converted for this purpose.
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32 184
MASKS PRODUCED
LOCALLY

Moreomaoto Clinic
extension
This project was completed at the
end of October 2019 and entailed the
construction of additional rooms i.e.
doctor’s consultation room, a sexual and
reproductive health screening room, and
a dispensary and drug storeroom.
OLDM was also involved in the renovation
of Orapa Hospital, a big referral facility
that covers the entire Boteti region and
beyond.

Mmatshumo
COVID-19
Isolation
Centre
A joint initiative by Debswana OLDM, Lift
Off, Orapa Diamond Golf Challenge and
Boteti District Health Management Team
(DHMT) saw the construction of the
Mmatshumo COVID-19 Isolation Centre,
the first and only such facility in the subdistrict.

TOTAL OF

In 2020, OLDM engaged 11 local tailors, most of them women and seven branding
companies in Letlhakane, Mopipi, Orapa, Mmadikola and Toromoja to manufacture
face masks.

TOTAL OF
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A total of 15000 masks was donated to each of the 35 schools in Boteti, with some
being given to frontline workers including the police, veterinary fence officers, tribal
administration offices, Boteti Sub-District Council, Community Trusts, vulnerable
groups (through S&CD), and teachers.

LOCAL SMMEs
BENEFITED

The cost per unit was pegged at P2 with OLDM providing all materials except
machinery. In total, 32, 184 masks were produced locally and over 75 000 distributed.
Valued at P1.2m, this project saw the tailors being cushioned against poverty.

TOTAL OF

Cloth mask development

84 954
MASKS WERE
BRANDED

Patients’ beds in the Mmatshumo COVID-19 Isoltion Centre. The facility came at a time when
COVID-19 cases were starting to rise in Boteti sub-district.

Its upgrade started on the 13th August
2020 and was completed on the 20th
September 2020.
The United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) had, two months
prior to the construction of Mmatshumo
COVID-19 Isolation Centre, encouraged
countries to step up efforts in the
fight against Coronavirus through the
establishment of Isolation Centres.
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The Mmatshumo COVID-19 Isolation
Centre is another milestone for
Debswana in its quest to ensure absolute
preparedness at all times through the
development of campaigns on health and
safety awareness in line with Botswana’s
domesticated Sustainable Development
Goal (SDG) that aims for Batswana’s
good health and wellbeing.

TOTAL OF

BWP 665 520
PAID TO
SMMEs

Assistant Minister of Health & Wellness and Boteti East MP Hon Sethomo Lelatisitswe (left) receiving
branded masks on behalf of frontline workers from one of the project beneficiary tailors, Bakumbudzi
Tidimalo and former OLDM General Manager, Bakani Motlhabani.
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COVID-19 food relief
project for Boteti
When the first COVID-19 lockdown was announced in April 2020,
OLDM assisted several communities with food hampers. These
communities include Metsiaela, Sekwe, Letlhakane Phase 1, Kedia,
Xere, Setata, Makoba, Xhumo, Mokoboxane, Maipahela and
Makolwane. OLDM partnered with Boteti Sub-District Council who
identiefd through their assessment programme, beneficiaries and the
appropriate food package based on family size and specific needs.

12
Communities Covered

Lives were saved, and people’s dignity restored as a result of Debswana’s
intervention in this regard. The relief was palpable as evidenced by
the feedback received from the direct beneficiaries of this project.
As a result of the identified food security risks, OLDM stepped in to
assist with food security based socio-economic projects that targeted
communities in Makolwane, Metsiaela, Mmalatswai, Setoto and
Khwee. The objective being to significantly mitigate food security
challenges and improve access to alternative livelihoods.

Donation of
equipment and
supplies for
COVID-19 impact
management

OLDM’S GBV
CAMPAIGNS
Gender based violence (GBV) remains a serious problem in
Botswana, with Boteti recording high cases of GBV for 2020.
OLDM has been meeting the scourge of GBV head on with
robust mitigation measures.
The emphatic message ‘Act now. Act together. STOP gender
based violence!’ resonated loud and clear, with activists taking
the the anti-GBV campaign beyond Orapa to the rest of the
Boteti region.

Orapa Public Library Volunteers organised the anti-GBV campaign in Orapa
whose message is ‘Act now. Act together. STOP gender based violence

Organised by the Orapa Public Library Volunteers, the anti-GBV
campaign in Orapa, which is spreading throughout Boteti, was
literally pushed into high gear, with the ‘Orapa against gender
based violence and rape awareness motorcade’ event held on
29 May which ushered a concerted form of activism dubbed the
“Re Shakgetse / We are livid” ignited by the ‘Denim Campaign’.

Technology for COI
engagements

OLDM is also part of the District Gender Based Violence
Committee; a partnership between various government
administration offices, Community Leaders, Botswana Police,
Women Empowerment and fellow mining company Lucara
Botswana.

The advent of COVID-19 put paid to the normal way
of meeting. “We had to find alternative ways to engage
stakeholders because of COVID-19 movement restrictions,”
Corporate Affairs Specialist at OLDM, Charity Thite says.
The COVID-19 Multi-Stakeholder Task Team [comprising
OLDM management, Orapa community leadership, the
police, the tribal office, hospitals and the general business
community] employed tech options including Teams and
Zoom for virtual monthly meetings and engagements related
to the pandemic.

The multi-stakeholder committee led by the office of the Deputy
District Commissioner continues to roll out a joint plan aimed
at continuing the fight against GBV. This committee met on the
4th of October to deliberate on advancing strategies against GBV.
In recognition of the national efforts to combat GBV and the
importance of partnerships; OLDM also attended the recent
GBV engagements held by the First Lady of The Republic of
Botswana Ms Neo Jane Masisi in Boteti.

Other community health include the donation of Medical
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and Supplies valued at
P1, 514, 446, and donation of two vehicles to assist in contact
tracing to the Boteti DHMT.

Bakani Motlhabani, then OLDM General Manager, handing over the keys to
the vehicle donated by OLDM for the Botswana Police Service.

OLDM assisted with P340, 000 cash funds towards provision
of medical PPE, supplies and equipment to District Health
Management Team (DHMT), and additional provision of
sanitizers valued at P67, 000.

OLDM EMPLOYEES
CONTRIBUTE TO
COVID-19 IMPACT
MANAGEMENT

The medical supplies and equipment were partly sponsored
by the Anglo American Foundation which assisted 13 Health
facilities across ZOI.
Vulnerable members of the community continue to reap the
benefits of OLDM’s selfless benevolence in that their access to
medical facilities has been made easier.

OLDM employees showed that they live the Debswana value
of “Show We Care” by contributing over P170 000 towards
provision of food hampers, National COVID Fund, Jojo
tanks, hand basins, sanitation and hygiene material, sick bay
bed & bedding and geysers.

As part of is water and sanitation drive, OLDM secured
water tanks and water supply to rural area dwellings of Xere,
Makoboxane, Xhumo as well as some areas of Letlhakane. This
was valued at P660 000.
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CAMPAIGNS & ENGAGEMENTS
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This protected everyone from risks associated with close
contact and sharing of objects as was the norm prior to
COVID-19.

To this end, the Company has in place, the Employee Assistance
Program, an active wellness support initiative which is open
to employees, their spouses and dependents. The call for a
community-driven effort in combating and eradicating the
atrocious infliction of pain on loved ones answers to the
country’s SDGs which promote gender equality, good health
and wellbeing.

Challenges still existed, however, as some stakeholders did
not have access to such communication platforms. “Since
not everyone has access to Teams and Zoom, we have had to
communicate with others through WhatsApp groups in order
to keep up the engagements,” Thite discloses.

Education support during the
COVID-19 pandemic
The education sector was severely
impacted by COVID-19 with student’s
taking time off school as the risk of
infection and spread increased.

P15 000 to 35 schools in Boteti to go
towards wash basins, Jojo tanks, geysers
and other amenities required for
COVID-19 compliance.

OLDM saw it fit to support the schools to
mitigate these impacts by donating

Furthermore, OLDM procured a
heavy duty printer for the region as
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well as services for consultants to assist
Letlhakane Senior Secondary School
completing classes with revision as they
lost teaching time during the lockdown.
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BIODIVERSITY

Biodiversity Management
- OLDM’S continuous
improvement story
OVERVIEW
The origins of OLDM’s biodiversity
management dates back to the mideighties when basic conservation
initiatives were put in place to resuscitate
the small but very significant animal
numbers that remained on the lease area
of Orapa.
For the years that followed, several
milestones were reached in the early
nineties to ensure the fruition of
objectives such as utilising available land
within the lease area for the advancement
of biodiversity conservation.
Continuous improvement in biodiversity
conservation through the development of
a five year strategy and reserve
management plan in
2014 and most
recently
in 2021,
paved the
way for
more and
improved
ways
of
t r a c k i n g
performance
to
ensure
Net
Positive
Impact
(NPI) to biodiversity
at all operations in
which OLDM is involved.
Periodic
biodiversity
management self-assessments
assist in knowing areas of concern
and planning for their improvement.
KEY STAKEHOLDERS IN BIODIVERSITY
Key stakeholders that have been
instrumental to OLDM’s impressive
biodiversity management story include
the government, a major partner with
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whom OLDM has had a solid relationship
since 2000.

THE DIAMOND ROUTE

Through the Department of Wildlife,
Conservation and National Parks, the
government advises OLDM on procedural
matters in terms of the national regulatory
framework. “Most recently, we have had a
team of anti-poaching personnel based
in Orapa Game Park who assist us in
protecting the biodiversity that we have,
especially the rare species,” Biodiversity
Conservation Coordinator, Kay Kulobone
Soopu says.
For the animals’ health and welfare,
Oxbow Investments is in place as a
consultant veterinarian that has been
providing the service to Orapa Game Park
for more than 10 years and have most
recently assisted in plotting waterholes,
free of charge.
The Game Park is also in partnership
with Birdlife Botswana who, under a
previous three-year contract (2015 to
2018) conducted workshops for OLDM
employees and surrounding communities
so that each year between February
and November, volunteers engage in
bird counting activities with the aim
of furnishing BirdLife Botswana with
adequate information. In turn, BirdLife
Botswana generated a report on the avian
species in the area and their migratory
patterns, as well as producing a birding
map that is shared with Africa and the
whole world.
Through such efforts, bird watchers in
Botswana now know that the Lappet-faced
Vulture (Torgos tracheliotos), a vulnerable
species found in Orapa, migrates for a
while to Angola for breeding purposes
before returning to Botswana.
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Park will pay a fee, of which proceeds
will be channeled towards a community
benefit fund.

EXPANSION OF ORAPA GAME PARK
Under the auspices of the Orapa Today,
Boteti Tomorrow banner, the expansion
of Orapa Game Park was concluded in
2018 from 12, 210ha to 39, 501ha, with
four new watering points set up in the
area.
Animals were moved into the Game Park
in 2020. This initiative will ultimately
transform the Boteti Sub District
through harnessing tourism activities
and their multiplier effects for continued
community support through income
generation for generations to come.
OLDM’s Overall Wildlife Management
Programme has different species that
are taken care of based on the carrying
capacity of different areas.
A new strategy was recently produced and
will be put into effect in 2022. “We get
baseline data on the species that used to
live in this area, look at different species
and how they can best survive
before introducing them
to Orapa Game Park,”
Soopu explains.

“All is well since they were introduced
to OGP. We have the rare species of
the white rhino (ceratotherium simum)
introduced in 2012, and the black rhino
(Diceros bicornis) introduced in 2020.”
Orapa Game Park is now home to at
least 333 bird species, and some of them
migrate to the Okavango Delta when
there is a shortage of water in the Pan
area.
Most recently, a new frontier was opened
up due east of the Game Park’s extended
area with the construction of a Gate
House to harness tourists from the
Mmatshumo locale who filter from the
Greater Makgadikgadi.
Before COVID-19, Orapa Game Park had
around 1000 domestic tourists and 20 to
30 international visitors per month.
The numbers dropped drastically due
to the pandemic and its resultant travel
restrictions.
A decision was
made that starting
September
this
year,
visitors
entering the Game

Also prior to COVID-19, Debswana
employees volunteered and availed their
professional skills and passion for nature
conservation towards the Game Park’s
development through the Orapa Game
Park committee.
This noble initiative is set to be resuscitated
once the situation normalises.
CONSERVATION EDUCATION
Education has always been a part of
humankind development and OLDM’s
conservation education programme to
employees and communities around
the operational areas attests to the
importance of continued knowledge
sharing for a better environment and
human development.
Engagements with local schools on topics
of importance such as afforestation within
areas they live in, yielded positive results
in terms of knowledge transfer within the
community.
“Conservation education used to flourish
before COVID-19 hit us,” Soopu says.
“However, we are continuing with
education awareness sessions for external
stakeholders including business partners.
Once the situation is well under control,
we will continue with the conservation
education that we used to do at schools
and other education institutions.”
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Today, OLDM’s biodiversity conservation
story has reached greater heights,
considering the level of initiatives
introduced such as collaborating with nongovernmental organisations in assessing
the condition of the environment and
ensuring its improvement through
scientific tracking of set objectives.
A notable example is the Diamond
Route, a joint initiative by De Beers,
Debswana and other stakeholders
that promotes biodiversity,
cultural
and
heritage
conservation practices in
which OLDM has done
exceptionally well.
Signed
on
2
March 2012, the
Diamond Route
contributed to
the result of
the Towards
Sustainable
Mining
( T S M )
a u d i t
conducted
by the Mining
Association of Canada
(MAC) in 2013.
The main pillars espoused by the Diamond
Route are conservation education,
research, protection and conservation of
biodiversity and ecosystems.
Debswana spends around P5m annually
towards all the development programmes,
research and education in biodiversity
and conservation at Orapa.
Continued next page
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SAFETY & HEALTH

TOWARDS BIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENT

There is a need to seek other funding
partners, especially considering that
at some point, the Orapa Game Park
initiative will be run by the surrounding
communities.
This is more so
given
that
the game
park
i s

PROMOTING INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE
Much effort has been put in documenting
and conserving traditional knowledge
and appreciation of the need to conserve
Orapa’s biodiversity.
“Initially when this area was established,
traditional leaders were engaged to
harness their valued conservation
knowledge,” Soopu says.
“That is why we have ‘Borapa’, whence
the name ‘Orapa’ comes. There used to
be a lot of lions in this area. Currently
we have the lion tree - just close to
Phala Centre - where those lions used
to rest in the olden days. We got
all this information from the
communities around here.”
In the olden days, the eland
was only eaten by traditional
leaders and a few select
people.
This was a way of
conserving the eland
species, which could have
otherwise been wiped out!
This is part of the
indigenous
knowledge
gleaned and kept for future
generations.
INVASIVE SPECIES MANAGEMENT
Found in the Orapa Game Park,
the apple thorn plant (Datura
stramonium) originated in Mexico,
South America.

strategically
positioned as part
of OLDM’s mine closure
strategy. “The locals within
OLDM’s catchment are a key stakeholder
in terms of conservation management,”
Dineo
Chite,
an
Environmental
Coordinator at OLDM says.
“The reason why we are extending
conservation education to the locals is
so they can be aware and get ready to be
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OLDM
Puts
Safety
First!

involved when the Orapa Game Park is
handed over to them.”

From previous page

After its fruit dries up, the seeds
propagate by latching on to the fur of
roving animals on the veld. The plant
is notorious for producing toxins and
inhibits the growth of other plant species
including grasses.
There is an ongoing programme to get
rid of the apple thorn wherever it is
found within the Game Park. The means
of controlling it is a laborious exercise of
uprooting the plant.
In Damtshaa, there is a programme on
alien invasive species that was recently
introduced where plots were identified
and coordinates taken to see how those
plants can be managed.
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WHAT SAFETY MEANS TO OLDM
The apple thorn is a notorious invasive plant
species found in Orapa Game Park

Declining
species
of
importance
populations call for tough decisions
and concerted efforts in reversing the
negative trend.
In that regard, OLDM engaged with the
private sector and government to breed
rare species for later release into the wild.
Propagation of rare plant species
Salvadora australis (mustard bush), which
was originally thought to be found only in
the Tuli Block was protected in the Game
Park for a number of years until it was
found out that the species is abundant
in the extended area and towards
Makgadikgadi.
OUTLOOK
“Debswana is doing a great job of
pumping millions into biodiversity.
Hopefully the beneficiary communities
will continue to take care of the facility in
future,” Soopu says.
In the past, people perceived mining
as a destructive venture. Debswana has
proven that all can be changed around.
Communities must continue with the
legacy of biodiversity and conservation
that Debswana has built.
The programmes in place will ensure
a fully integrated approach towards
conservation and development as
enshrined in Botswana’s Vision 2036
document.

Safety to OLDM means that we all leave
work to our homes without loss of life,
an injury or bruise to any one doing
work for or on behalf of the Mine. Our
aspiration is Zero loss of life and scratch
free workforce.

OLDM emloyees during a safety and health session. The Mine values safety and Zero loss of life as key
to successful operations

protocols and we added a few more in
order to manage COVID-19,” Rasedibo
explains. “We put COVID-19 testing
forward, provided resources for testing,
availed means for onsite management
of COVID-19, the provision of masks,

cleaning detergents, and we also went the
extra mile to ensure that these controls
also cover the surrounding communities.”
Continued next page

Debswana OLDM’s commitment to safety
remains a top priority that is profoundly
espoused by the Company’s PUT SAFETY
FIRST value that, according to Safety
and Health Manager (A) – Project
Management office, Pulane Rasedibo,
pushes the OLDM workforce to achieve
zero harm at all times.
“From a leadership perspective, we live
by that value and we make sure that we
take everyone working in our operations
through our policy commitments,” she
declares. “We aspire for zero harm, and
the PUT SAFETY FIRST value pushes
us to achieve zero harm across the
operation.”
OLDM management thus provides
necessary
resources
towards
the
Company’s achievement of safety goals
annually as the Mine integrates safety in
all the value processes and work that is
done at OLDM.
SAFETY DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
Since the pandemic’s outbreak in the
first quarter of 2020 in Botswana, OLDM
stepped up its safety and health drive.
“In alignment to the said value, we
did risk assessments and came up with
key controls that are aligned to the
World Health Organisation COVID-19
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HIGHLIGHTS ON SAFETY & HEALTH

OLDM’s Safety and Health management
system was established, implemented and
maintained. It is currently certified on
ISO 45001:2018.
OLDM, Rasedibo affirms, is fully
committed to zero harm, starting from
the Debswana Board of Directors to the
shop floor employee. “Firstly, in terms of
messaging across the entire operation, we
talk about safety,” she says.

From previous page

Some changes were made at the
workplaces including the decongesting
of areas around the Mine to ensure
compliance to existing COVID-19
controls. OLDM also adjusted its controls
where there was shared equipment, put in
place clear guidelines to allow for people
who needed to isolate and quarantine
and made sure that employees who
missed work due to COVID-19 were still
fully paid.
As further safety measures that OLDM
put in place to mitigate against the
pandemic, employees no longer hold
meetings physically as before.
According to Goitsemang Mabote, a
Safety and Health Coordinator at OLDM
who is also a Champion of the Safety &
Health Protocol, “For those employees
who have to work physically, we split
them into groups that alternate to go
to work,” he explains. “We also do a lot
of testing and contact tracing, especially
after holidays, we do mass testing where
everybody living in Orapa is tested.”
Another Safety & Health Protocol
Alternate
Champion,
Patricia
Mphetolang,
who
is
also a Safety and
Health Coordinator
at
OLDM
says
the
Employee
A s s i s t a n c e
Programme
was
put into high gear
through the Wellness
Office where, in line
with the Debswana-wide
drive towards employees’ psychological
safety at work, employees affected by the
pandemic are booked for appointments
with an EAP Coordinator to assist them
with their mental health issues.
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OLDM went further to look at each
activity done at the Mine and developed
numerous procedures to guide employees
on how they should conduct themselves
in light of the COVID-19 pandemic. “For
example, there is a guideline instructing
how to render first aid, should there be a
need in these trying times,” Kutlo Tsiako,
an Occupational Hygiene Officer (PIM),
and an Alternate Champion of the Safety
& Health Protocol, says.
WHAT IS THE MAC SAFETY AND HEALTH
FRAMEWORK?
“The Mining Association of Canada exists
as a set of principles that guide us on how
we should mine safely such that in terms
of our protocol, our employees’ safety
and health are well taken care of,” Tsiako
says.
“For the sake of best
practices, OLDM
benchmarks
against the MAC
Safety and Health
Framework
in
order
to
successfully
deliver.”
OLDM’s
safety and health policy
commitments
are
fully
consistent with MAC’s Safety and
Health Framework.
To this end, an external TSM
verification was conducted in Q4 of
2019, while an external ISO 45001
audit was carried out in May 2021 and
the organisation was certified.
The purpose of this external audit was
to determine the degree of consistency
that the commitments are applied with
respect to the intent of the MAC Safety
and Health Framework.
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“We cannot meet at any gathering and not
talk about safety. Secondly, management
provides resources for doing work safely.
We have the General Manager who is
accountable for safety, then the Heads
of Departments who hold different legal
appointments in terms of sections 6.1, 9.1
and 9.4 of Botswana’s Mines, Quarries
Works and Machinery Act.”
Under ISO 45001 standard requirements,
there is an assigned management
representative in place.
The Mine has also satisfied the said
standard with the establishment of the
Safety and Sustainable Development
(S&SD)
department,
Environment,
Community, Occupational Health and
Safety (ECOHS) trainers, Safety &
Health Stewards, Safety Mentors, Line
Management and an annual S&SD
departmental budget.
Management provides funds and
resources towards scratch free
operations at OLDM, while the
Mine has different forums where
employees are consulted on ECOHS
matters.
Some programmes that are in place to
promote scratch-free operations include
but not limited to the risk management,
Quantum Series, Anglo Operating
Model (AOM), Job risk assessment, near
hit reporting, high potential hazard
reporting and fatigue management
programmes.
Risk management allows all employees
to assess risks associated with their work,
while fatigue management is meant to
protect employees from overexposure
at work [cutting-edge technology is in
place to, among other things, detect
if any employee is exhibiting signs of
fatigue, as well as check that surface
mobile equipment is driven within the
recommended speed of 40km/h within
the Mine].

BROADENING STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT

THE QUANTUM SERIES PROGRAMME
The Quantum Drive, a derivative of the
Quantum Series, was launched in January
2021. The launch is part of the OLDM
strategy to build and sustain a positive
ECOHS culture towards Zero harm.
Through the Quantum programme,
OLDM also gets to review its previous
performance, pick trends and have actions
to address the findings. The initiative
is thus done at both management and
employee level.
Stakeholder engagement is an important
part of OLDM’s bigger picture.
The Mine rolled out safety and health
programmes to external stakeholders
or communities of interest that it has a
relationship with.
“We continually identify
the stakeholders and
partner with those who
support our training
and
management
programmes,”
Rasedibo
says.
“These
include
the
government,
private sector and
communities
within
OLDM’s catchment.”
AUDITS ON SAFETY AND
HEALTH FOR 2021

OLDM employees and business partners attending a safety standdown [File picture, before COVID-19]

It started this year in March, paused for
some time and then continued in August.
This
is
meant
to ensure that
employees
take
the necessary steps
to deal with an
identified
NCD
well in time as a
way to minimise
deaths caused by
COVID-19.
“This is more so
given that we are going
through difficult times

and researches have shown that people
living with certain NCDs are more
vulnerable to COVID-19,” Safety and
Health Coordinator Patricia Mphetolang
explains. “That is why the organisation
saw it fit to encourage employees
through this initiative to test and take on
medication should there be a need.”
As at the end of October 2021, the Mine
had not incurred any fatality, lost time
injury or an injury where the injured lost
some time or stayed away from work for
some time, while the Total Recordable
Injury Frequency Rate (TRIFR) stands at
0.14.

An audit programme is in place to assess
OLDM’s ECOHS performance each year,
in which internal and external audits
are done in line with TSM, Best Practice
Principles and ISO 45001 requirements,
among others.
Some of
determine
and health
employees,
the Mine.

the audits are meant to
if commitments to safety
have been communicated to
contractors and suppliers at

From the audits done this year, no major
findings were made. However, some
minor findings were picked up around
risk assessments.
KNOW YOUR HEALTH STATUS AND
WELLNESS CAMPAIGN
This campaign is run by the OLDM
Wellness Office to encourage employees
to test for non-communicable diseases.

OLDM emloyees during a safety and health standdown in August 2021. The Mine values
safety and Zero loss of life as key to successful operations
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ON TAILINGS RISKS & REHABILITATION

TAILINGS MANAGEMENT
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This approach provides assurance to the
business that the tailings facilities are
managed safely.
TAILINGS FACILITIES
OLDM has four dormant tailings facilities,
namely Fine Residue Dams 1 and 2, old
Plant 1 slimes dams, and Plant 1 Coarse
Residue Dam (CRD). Damtshaa FRD and
CRD are under care and maintenance,
and might be re-commissioned in future
and utilised for storing mineral residue.
OLDM has two treatment plants
operating currently and their mineral
residue facilities. Orapa Plant 2 deposits
Fines Residue into FRD 3 while the course
fraction goes to the Plant 2 CRD, course
residue deposit.
The Letlhakane Tailings Plant (LTP)
deposits fines into its LTP FRDs and
course into LTP CRD.

RISKS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
The main risk at the FRDs is dam wall
failure, which could be caused by water/
slimes overtopping the dam walls, and to
mitigate this risk, enough wall freeboard is
maintained and this is monitored weekly/
monthly through Survey measurements.
“This is done to ensure that in the event
of a rare occurrence of a serious storm,
we are able to contain the water and fines
that come into that facility so it does not
go over the wall,” Tiro says.
Other FRD risks monitored are:
increasing water levels within the dam
walls, blocked elevated drains and erosion
on the dam walls from rain water.
To mitigate increasing water levels (pore
pressure) within dam walls, elevated
drains are installed within dam walls to
depressurise them. Also instruments
called piezometers have been installed to
monitor pore pressure within walls.

For the CRD tailings dumps, the biggest
risk is storm water control. “We need to
provide storm water control channels
around the surface of the tailings dumps
to ensure that we divert and decant the
water out of the tailings dumps,” Tiro
explains. “We do that by profiling and
controlling the storm water towards a
decant area as well as build berms on
the edges of the dump at the apex to
prevent gullies that might breach the
CRD facilities.”
Limiting the moisture going to the
CRDs is also important to avoid water
accumulating within the CRD, which
might destabilise the CRD. There is also
a risk of being struck by lightning when
atop of CRDs. This is being mitigated
by equipping personnel with lightning
detectors to warn them of approaching
storm/rain to allow them to get off the
elevated structures/facilities.
REHABILITATION OF DORMANT FRDs
There are initiatives towards closure
or rehabilitation of one of the slurry
dams, the FRD 2. “The project is in the
interest of satisfying the environmental
requirements and bringing the facilities
to complete zero safety,” Ramokatse
says. “Closure criteria for concurrent
rehabilitation is being developed by the
Mine’s Sustainability Department for all
mineral residue facilities.”
WATER MANAGEMENT
“We are very much aware that we are
operating within an arid area, and water
will remain a scarce resource, so it is
important that we recover and recycle as
much water as we can from the plant,”
Tiro says.

ACROSS

ANSWERS TO CROSSWORD
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The EPRP, according to Tiro, is a
workbook for the tailings management
team, that “keeps us in readiness for
any emergency that might occur, and it
should be briefed to the personnel that
work around the tailings facilities, and it
should be simulated periodically or have
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According to James Tiro, Senior
Process Engineer at OLDM, “An audit
also serves to check the effectiveness
of the inspections and the emergency
response plans. In so doing, it awakens
the operations or tailings management
team so that they are always prepared

This program entails daily inspection
by the Shift Coordinator, further weekly
inspection by the Plant Manager, and
quarterly statutory inspections by the
Engineer of Record; an independent
Tailings Management specialist.

DOWN

This is more so that about
three years ago, the risk did manifest
and caused a significant disruption in
production.

The Mine Emergency
team may contact the
Botswana
Defense
Force, Police Service
or external services like Med Rescue for
assistance.
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The
later
addresses all types
of
emergencies
such as flooding,
fire
outbreaks,
road
accidents,
including
the
slurry dam failures,
where
external
interventions
maybe required.

The dormant facilities are still monitored
even though they are not operational,
and they are subjected to our Surveillance
monitoring program.
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This is considering
the fact that even
before the onset
of the COVID-19
pandemic,
tailings
facilities
were
considered one of the
highest risk areas for the
business.

As part of the emergency protocols,
there are two guiding documents used
to address emergencies within the mine
and outside. These are the Emergency
Preparedness and Response Plan (EPRP),
an internal document used by the slurry/
tailings operations team, and the minewide Emergency Preparedness Plan for
OLDM emergency team that covers
Orapa Township and communities in the
Zone of Influence, (neighbourhood) .

This demonstrates that the ongoing
tailings management operations are
being conducted with absolute care
as guided by the Mine’s existing safety
protocols, (standards & procedures).
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Internal and external audits conducted
aim to give assurance to the business that
we are managing the tailings according to
the standards we set for
ourselves, or any other
standards that are set
up to improve the way
Debswana manages its
tailings.

EMERGENCY PROTOCOLS

To date this year, OLDM has not had a
case or event that has tested the team’s
Emergency Preparedness and Response
Plan at its tailings facilities.
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Debswana’s
Tailings
Management
Policy and related commitments in
place at OLDM are consistent with
the Mining Association of Canada’s
Guide to the Management of Tailings
whose comprehensive set of principles
are an ideal guide against which
Debswana continues to benchmark for
improvement.

for emergencies and to make sure that
all areas where triggers might occur, are
covered.”

“Within these documents are certain
protocols that we follow in the event of
an imminent danger, or a failure at the
tailings facilities,” he explains. “The
documents target the Zone of Influence
that the tailings facility/deposit affects.”
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OVERVIEW

According
to
Kagiso
Ramokatse
(Competent Person), the EPRP and the
EPP both speak to Debswana’s value, ‘Put
Safety First’, which plays a key part in
tailings management at OLDM.
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Progress update
on the treatment
of tailings at
OLDM

drills conducted to make sure that the
team working around tailings facilities is
vigilant, and always ready to implement
the preparedness plans in the event of an
emergency.”

Construction of the South Gate is progressing well. This structure is set to bring logistical convenience at
our tailings processing facilities.
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CRISIS MANAGEMENT

TAILINGS MANAGEMENT

TARGETS FOR 2021

From previous page

Water sent to FRDs with the fines, as a
mixture/slurry, is decanted and recycled
back to the plant as process water. The
motto is to remove most of the water sent
to FRDs and re-use it in the plants, so it
is critical that the return water system
is efficient at all times. However, some
losses are incurred through evaporation
and seepage into the ground.
LONG-TERM BUSINESS PLANNING
“Tailings management does form part of
the strategy to extend mine life. We look
at the whole value chain, and every year
we review the strategic business plans
from inception up to when you dump
the tailings,” Tiro explains. “Planning,
including capacity assessments, is very
critical, and if we do not plan for the
tailings, we would not know when we are
going to run out of capacity.”

The fact that the plant has not stopped
running due to waste deposition
challenges means targets have been met.
“One of our focus areas is to make sure
that there is deposition capacity for the
business all year round because if you do
not have a place to make your deposits,
this would stop the plant from running, so
looking at our yearly
reviews and five-year
plans, we have met
our targets because
there has not been a
single day when the
plant has stopped
because there is no
area to deposit the
tailings residue,” Tiro says.
OLDM has this year met and surpassed the
legal requirement for the minimum wall
freeboard as well as the Anglo American

technical standard freeboard target. The
Mine has also managed to meet targets of
controlling moisture content going to the
tailings dump for Plant 2.
DRILLS
As part of its relentless commitments
towards safety, OLDM conducts regular
drills to check the readiness of its
workforce as well
as the surrounding
communities
in
the event of a real
emergency.
For example, fire
drills are signaled
by particular sirens
that denote a fire emergency. In such a
situation, people receive prior induction
as part of their training for readiness in
the event of a fire outbreak. During the
drills, observations are made whether
people go to the designated fire assembly
points to await further instructions. At
the plant, a fire drill alarm is sounded,
while for the community drill covered
under the EPP, it is done quarterly.
Drills are, therefore, an effective way of
keeping stakeholders on their toes so that
if a real life emergency situation breaks
out, lives will be saved when everyone
plays their part.
COVID-19 IMPACT

SECURING THE
DIAMOND DREAM
SECURE
THE
FUTURE

“Our national development needs
will in part be met by the proceeds
of diamonds.” - HE MEK Masisi
PROTECT BOTSWANA DIAMONDS!!!

Report illicit diamond trading

TOLL FREE - 0800 700 700
DIAMOND CONTROL AWARENESS TEAM
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While the pandemic has negatively
impacted on the business, Debswana
has soldiered on, and that is a key
achievement. The strict controls that
were imposed by the Mine have paid
dividends. Rigorous COVID-19 testing
continues to be the main control towards
the pandemic’s management.

OVERVIEW
Emergencies that occur in high risk areas
like the mining environment in OLDM
call for robust crisis management and
communications planning protocols.
The Mine has a Crisis Management plan
that looks at how it manages emergencies
when they occur in its operations and
Zone of Influence.
The existing protocols and associated
communications plans are to ensure
readiness for any emergency. This is with
safety in mind as OLDM pushes for zero
harm to its employees.
“The main importance of the protocols is
that we want to be seen to be ready when
any emergency occurs,” OLDM Fire and
Emergency Coordinator Tebogo Mpugwa
explains. “We do not want to be caught
preparing during emergencies, that is why
we have the Crisis Management Protocol
so that there is no confusion during any
emergency and everyone knows what to
do, when and how.”
OLDM’s strategy around business
continuity is such that once emergencies
are identified, management is better
placed to prepare for them, plan for
them and identify the stakeholders likely
to be affected.
This then allows for the formulation
of a communications plan to address
different emergencies with a view to
successfully mitigate against the possible
emergencies.

“Debswana puts safety first,” Ramokatse
emphasises. “At OLDM, we manage our
operations from a risk based point which
is a good way of doing business. Operating
tailings facilities is not an exception; we
have critical controls in place to mitigate
any factors that could lead to a dam
breach or failure, thus ensuring that our
FRDs are safe.”

With regard to past experiences, OLDM
management is quite responsive and
understands what needs to be done in
case of emergencies. “One of the ways
in which management is responsive is by
having a dedicated Crisis Management
Committee chaired at a high level by the
Assistant General Manager, with HODs
as team members,” Asset Management
Engineer for Fire and Emergency
Services at OLDM, Omphemetse Seabe
notes. “This is one way of management
showing that it attaches such importance
to this issue. OLDM management has
also committed resources towards crisis
management.”

TSM and corporate standards are,
therefore, tailor made to address any risk
that can come from these facilities, and
personnel/operators seek to comply with
the given standards on a daily basis.

Internal training on crisis management
happens every year and is guided by
the TSM requirement. New members
of the crisis management team also get
necessary training

MESSAGE TO COI

OLDM Fire and Emergency team in full emergency response gear. The team members work as a
coordinated unit that quickly responds to emergency situations.

OLDM IS ALWAYS
READY FOR
EMERGENCIES
SIMULATIONS OF SITUATIONS
Based on at least ten protocols, OLDM
runs a three year simulation plan that
covers all foreseeable emergencies. The
Mine conducts three to four simulations
every quarter for possible situations
including slurry dam failure, health
issues, slope failure, hijackings, tailings
failure, major fires, water crises, severe
weather, flooding, electricity disruptions,
road traffic accidents and aircraft
accidents.
On 24 November 2020, OLDM ran
a simulation of a spillage incident
involving a fuel-laden tanker en route
from Gaborone to Orapa. This was
done to test the response from both the
Mine’s emergency team and external
stakeholders including communities
outside Orapa.
PROJECTS
Letlhakane Mopipi flood management
Some

situations

in
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which

OLDM’s

response capabilities were tested include
the floods that occurred due to heavy
rains earlier this year. The emergency
prompted a rapid intervention from
OLDM which on 3 February 2020
deployed and worked closely with the
Sub District Disaster Management Team
to rescue villagers around the area.
OLDM responded with a lot equipment
to assist the affected communities
around the vast area, thus saving lives and
demonstrating that the Mine can pull
together with external stakeholders.
Emergency response preparedness at
Motsumi JSS
“We identified Motsumi JSS and we went
there after they sent a request on 18
May 2020 for us to assist with emergency
preparedness and response,” Mpugwa
says. “On 3 June 2020, we started training
them on various issues including possible
fire, evacuation exercises, extinguishing
fires as well as preparing a document
that will assist them of procedures to be
followed in case of emergency.”
Continued next page
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READINESS, PARTNERSHIPS & ACHIEVEMENTS
which in a recent Committee meeting
warned of the possibility of a repeat
of last year’s heavy rains and possible
flooding in places, experienced in the
Southern African region due to the La
Niña phenomenon.
ACHIEVEMENTS FOR 2021
with like-minded external stakeholders
to save lives. A Memorandum of
Understanding was entered into in 2017
with the District Commissioner’s office to
share information critical to assisting the
Boteti district in successfully responding
to emergencies.
From previous page

The impact on Motsumi JSS is that
before OLDM intervened, the school
did not have anything at all by way of
emergency preparedness. Now it is in a
better position to handle emergencies,
especially fire which was found to be a
common occurrence in the area.
PARTNERSHIPS
As part of OLDM’s strategy on crisis
management, the Mine has teamed up
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A song like Fatshe leno la rona...
A female sibling
.... Lisa painting by Leonardo Da Vinci
To put something together in order to
increase amount/size
Radio Botswana (abbr)
In Jwaneng there is ... 8 & 9, and in OLDM
there is .... 3
The Creator of the universe
Past tense of eke
Debswana has partnered before with this
organisation to promote local businesses
The hidden home of some wild animals
The top most job at OLDM
.... your hands with soap and clean water to
combat the spread of COVID-19
A particular size of a blouse, shirt, dress etc
A synonym for whether
Famous boxer who claimed to float like a
butterfly and sting like a bee
An extremely long period of time
Ratio of the circumference of a circle to its
diameter
A bird’s home
A department found at OLDM, Jwaneng Mine
and DCC
Not young
Put .... first, a crucial Debswana value
In Setswana, it’s lelwapa
To cook something in hot fat or oil
A small, thin piece of hair, grass, etc
South West (abbr)
Poachers kill a rhino for this
Orapa is one, so are Lobatse & Selibe Phikwe
Not happy
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All stakeholders must work together
in emergency prevention measures as
OLDM transitions to the latest standards
that will guide in helping save lives.
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A collective name for Batswana, Kenyans,
Zimbabweans, Egyptians etc.
Going in the direction of
A large flightless bird found in Australia
Former OLDM General Manager
An epic, story, historical narrative
A leather seat for a horse/donkey rider
Technical Director (abbr)
Adam & Eve’s first home
Orapa, Letlhakane and Damtshaa Mines
Skill of making things with hands
For example (abbr)
According to folklore, an owl is said to be ....
To shelve your plans is to put them on ....
A bull that has been castrated and is used for
pulling farm equipment
Performances/dramas
Your Omang for example
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (abbr)
A bicycle/motorcycle
A male sibling
To be the most successful in a competition
Buildings where you buy groceries
Purchase Order (abbr)
Move with feet without running
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46 Large black bird with a rough unpleasant cry
47 A popular chain store in Botswana
48 An explorer cartoon character popular with
young girls
49 Denoting morning time
51 Environmental Impact Assessment (abbr)
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“Every second counts during an
emergency. Prevention is the most
important thing, otherwise we will find
ourselves in a very serious crisis,” Mpugwa
says.

Some partners in the Committee include
Government proxies including the Water
Utilities Corporation, Botswana Power
Corporation, Department of Forestry
and Range Resources, and the Botswana
Meteorological Services department

Amp Hours (abbr) in electricity
A primate like a chimpanzee
A journey you take to visit
Food, like breakfast and lunch
Title of respect given to a man or boy
What you breathe in or out
A set of clothes and equipment Orapa United
or Jwaneng Galaxy use
57 A fight, say between or among countries
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OLDM is in the process of adopting Anglo
fire standard, and the team is happy to
report that there has not been a crisis to
date that has warranted a rapid response.

To this end, the Joint District Disaster
Management Committee partnership
was formed on 15 September 2017.
During meetings, emergency scenarios
are explored, and mitigation measures
formulated to deal with possible
occurrences.
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Some notable achievements to date
include the increased manpower, from a
complement of 12 to 15 for the fire and
emergency team, securing of fire tenders,
favourable audit reports, while various
projects are on track.
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For answers to crossword,
find the product of
9 & 2 & check that page!

ENERGY & GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS MANAGEMENT

OLDM’S VISION ON RENEWABLE ENERGY
As one of the top three cost drivers across
Debswana’s mining operations besides
labour and repair and maintenance,
energy and greenhouse gas emissions is a
significant contributor to climate change.
This explains why management at OLDM
made an intentional decision to channel
resources and energy towards Energy and
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Management!
The Company’s march towards attaining
zero carbon presence in all its mining
activities by 2030 is a race against time,
and wheels are already turning as OLDM
moves to fulfil Debswana’s ambitious
target with only nine years left.
Energy Manager, Ishmael Motlhale says
OLDM’s stance is clear regarding the
2030 goal. “We have a clear position
in terms of the fact that we want to be
carbon neutral by 2030,” he declares.
“This means we should not be emitting
carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.
We have embarked on enough strategies
on how we are going to get to carbon
neutrality.”
OLDM is considering several options that
include securing the rights to renewable
energy from the national power
utility company, the Botswana Power
Corporations under a similar regime to
the existing one, Debswana developing
and maintains its own renewable energy
generation assets while another option
would be engaging Independent Power
Producers (IPPs).
While Debswana would not incur
development costs in securing renewable
energy from the BPC, the downside is
that the power would always be secured
at prevailing BPC tariffs, whereas if
Debswana were to self-generate, the
installation costs would be high, but the
long-terms benefits would be high as well
as savings would be made against BPC
tariffs.
EFFORTS ON ENERGY CONSERVATION
OLDM has over the years made
significant strides in energy conservation
on its existing structures. “We have
made premium top efficiency motors
standard for all our installations,” Asset
Management Engineer - Electrical at
OLDM, Pilatwe Gasemodimo says. “So all
new plants come with that installed, while
for old plants, we replace the old motors

OLDM marches
towards carbon
neutrality by 2030
with the top efficiency ones. These have
been shown to save more energy than the
standard efficiency motors, and that also
translates to saving money.”

Mine provide power for critical loads in
the event of power outages from the two
BPC lines coming into OLDM from the
Serule and Letlhakane power plants.

The Mine also elected to employ the usage
of LED lights standard across all plants as
an energy and cost saving measure.

SOLAR PROJECTS

To improve energy efficiency, OLDM is
looking at pump efficiency to ensure that
it is optimal given that most of the Mine’s
loads are pump loads.
There is also action to ensure the
reduction of idling time of plants, that
is, when they run without producing
anything.
For the month of October alone,
electricity consumption at OLDM was
pegged at 16300GWh.
Standby generators dotted around the
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Former OLDM General Manager, Bakani
Motlhabani tasked the Energy team to
take the OLDM administration block
completely off the national power grid by
installing a pilot solar project.
Work was started in 2019 with the load
profile studies for the administration
block to help size the plant and to
determine the cost.
After securing funding for the project
in 2020, OLDM immediately went to
tender. However, delays due to COVID-19
restrictions kicked in, and construction
Continued next page
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ENERGY & GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS MANAGEMENT

SCOPE 1, 2 AND 3 GHG EMISSIONS
OLDM is mindful of greenhouse gas
emissions as it looks to 2030. The Mine
categorised greenhouse gas emissions
which contribute to atmospheric
degradation, into Scopes 1, 2 and 3.

From previous page

of the plant was only commenced in the
fourth quarter of 2020.
Then in June this year, the project went
online after the issuing of the generation
licence by the Botswana Energy
Regulatory Authority.
Says Gasemodimo; “Besides saving on
energy costs for the Company, this project
has averted 38 tonnes of CO2 emissions
since it became fully operational. To us,
that is a very significant achievement.”

Besides the existing solar project for
the OLDM admin block, studies have
been made on the load forecast for
Orapa and the areas around Orapa
with the aim to look at areas that could
accommodate a mega plant that can take
the load of Orapa. OLDM is also looking
at producing hydrogen-fuelled mobile
equipment in future.
According to preliminary results of the
Renewable Energy Build Programme,
for OLDM to attain carbon neutrality by
2030, it must generate 60 megawatts first
by 2024, another 50MW by 2026, and
then step up to 280MW by 2028, generate
another 70MW by 2029 before producing
another 65MW by 2030, thus bringing
to 525MW the total energy needed to
completely go green.
“Ultimately we want to be able to

Scope 1 speaks to emissions that result
directly from the mine, say a generator
that is run in the Mine or emissions
from earth moving equipment within
the Mine. Scope 2 emissions are those
produced elsewhere but as a result of
OLDM’s operations.
For example, OLDM consumes electricity
from the BPC which, in the process of
generating power, burns coal which
emits CO2 into the atmosphere. Scope
3 emissions are those activities that are
not directly linked to OLDM’s mining
activities but are within the Mine, like a
bus ferrying employees to and from work.
All these emissions impact on the
atmosphere and ultimately to the crisis
of climate change, with global warming,
droughts, floods and fire outbreaks all
having dire environmental consequences.
“We are starting to see customers
announcing their move away from natural
to lab-grown or synthetic diamonds, so
what this is saying to us is if we do not do
anything about it, we will lose that social
licence to mine,” a concerned Motlhale
warns.
OLDM uses about 58 000 litres of diesel
per day. Studies are ongoing to move
away from diesel usage to electrically
powered vehicles. For future projects
including Cut 3, OLDM management
took a decision to employ electrically
powered shovels and drills.
MESSAGE TO STAKEHOLDERS

Sitting on roof tops of the parking lot
at the Administration Block, the 300
large photovoltaic panels employed in
the project have a combined capacity
to generate 121 kW (A/C output
pegged at 100 kW) from, the solar plant
adequately supplies power to the OLDM
administration building.
The solar power station, which exports
excess electricity to the national grid, is
living proof that Debswana’s ambitious
target to go green by 2030 is within grasp.
The plant has an average monthly yield of
20.146MWhr.

generate hydrogen from the solar, which
will then be used to power our trucks,”
Gasemodimo lets on.
Wind energy is also on the cards, with a
wind farm capable of generating 200MW
by 2030.
Renewable system for the Orapa South
Gate is also another proof of OLDM’s
ambition. This building will be operating
off grid on solar energy. The majority of
boreholes in the Orapa Game Park run
on solar in line with Debswana’s passion
for environmental protection.

There is a real need to switch to renewable
energy at both micro and macro levels.
It is not just up to big corporations that
consume a lot of electricity to do this.
Collective human effort is essential in the
fight against climate change.
Global warming affects us all. Every little
bit that each one of us can do will go a
long way in contributing slowing down
its effects. In our own homes, let us turn
off unused lights, switching off air cons in
unoccupied rooms to reduce the emitted
CO2 into the atmosphere.

DEBSWANA

Corporate Social Investment
(CSI) Policy
OBJECTIVES
To create a legacy of prosperity and resilience among the communities in which the company operates.
To partner with other entities/companies and non-prot organisations that are apolitical and non-denominational
to improve the lives of the less privileged, vulnerable and marginalised stakeholder groups
OUR CSI SCOPE & PROGRAMME
This policy covers all Debswana sites, employees, contractors and business partners.
The needs of target groups including people living with disabilities, women and girls, marginalised and
vulnerable groups, as well as the youth, must be considered in the implementation of the CSI programme.
CSI STRATEGIC FOCUS AREAS
SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES:
Water and sanitation services;
Enterprise development (community based revenue generating projects that also include
innovation and technology based solutions);
Childhood development;
Enhancement or development of health and school facilities;
Skills development programmes;
Indigenous knowledge and cultural heritage,
Gender based violence and substance abuse programmes
WOMEN, GIRLS AND PEOPLE LIVING WITH DISABILITIES
Empowering women, girls and people living with disabilities through skills development and entrepreneurial initiatives
CONSERVATION AND BIODIVERSITY:
Green technology and innovation
Education and research
Eco-tourism (Sustainable tourism directed at making positive contributions to the environment, wildlife, social,
cultural and economic well-being of local communities)
Mine closure initiatives
PROJECT CONSIDERATIONS (Inclusions and Exemptions)
Debswana will support: Registered non-prot organisations and public institutions to implement projects with a wide impact,
projects where beneciaries are involved in planning. They should be able to manage funding and have clear governance, leadership
and accountability. Debswana will not support: Individuals, political, religious and prot-making organisations, overdraft and debt
reduction; sponsorships and marketing campaigns, commercial entities and service clubs.

Tel:- 2902128, Email:- oldmcsirequests@debswana.bw

MAKE LIFE BRILLIANT
TOMAGANO 2021
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OLDM Emergency Landline:- +267 2902210 Website:- www.debswana.bw Email:- OLDMCommunityqueries@debswana.bw
Snail mail:- Social Performance Specialist Corporate Affairs Department, Private Bag 001, Orapa

